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The campaign involved four sites with frequent 
radiosonde launchings, 2 aircraft (one for air chemistry 
and the other for cloud microphysics). a 10 cm 
meteorological radar, a raia gage network, pasture and 
forest flux towers, a lightning network besides the 
operational meteorological network, plus a whole range 
of surface and airborne chemistry measurements, a 
network of sua photometers, microwave passive 
radiometers and spectral measurements of solar 
radiation. 

The preliminary results of this campaign wIl be 
presented showing lhe atrnospheric evolution trem a 
very high concentration of aerosols due to biomass 
burning to a clean atmosphere. 

2. DATA 

The data collected during the DRYTOWET/LBA 
campaign may be seen ia Table 1. More details ia 
htpp://www. lha. iag.usp.br . 

TABLE 1 
Instrument and or 
measurement 

DescrIption of operation 

Radiosonde/atmosphenc 
profiles of temperature, 
moisture and winds 

4-6 launches per day; 
locations as seen in 
Figure 1 

10 cm Doppler Weather 
Radar/reflectivity and 
radial velocity 

Volume scans every 10 
minutes 

Piranometers/atmospheric 
radiation 

Continuous 
measurements at the 
pasture and forest sites 

Micrometeorological 
towers/ turbulent fluxes of 
heat, moisture and CO2 
profiles 

Continuous high 
frequency measurements 
at forest and pasture sues 1 

Network of 25 automatic 
raingages/instantaneous 
rainfall 

Continuous operation In 
25 locations 

Atmospheric chemistry/ 
concentrations of aerosol, 
CCN, CO, CO2, NO.. 03, 
NH3 

Surface measurements at 
the pasture stte and with 
chemistry aircraft 
measurements dunng 100 
flight hours 

Cioud microphysics/ 
droplet spectra, liquid 
water, CCN 

72 flight hours with 
microphysics aircrafl 

1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dunng lhe transition from the dry to wet season in 
2002 (September and October), an atmospheric 
intensive field campaign was c,arried in the 
southwestern region of lhe Amazon Basin within the 
framework of the Large Scale Biosphere Atmosphere 
Experiment in Amazonia — LBA. The specific objectives 
of the DRYTOWET/LBA campaign were to describe and 
analyze: lhe global and large scale controls of the 
beginning of the rainy season ia the Amazon Region; 
the impact of convection ia the Amazon region on the 
global and regional climate in the transition season; lhe 
transition season in terms of cloud pattern evolution and 
aerosol concentration; the weather systems and air 
mass evolution during lhe transition from lhe dry to wet 
season; the several convective features of the Amazon 
region ia the transition season including life cycle, 
rainfall intensity, lightning, dynamics and 
thermodynamics; the relationship between CCN and 
convective patterns; the temperature inversion 
equilibrium ia the presence of a mixed layer with aerosol 
and its evolution atter lhe first major rains; the evolution 
of lhe PBL during the transition season as a function of 
soil moisture and of evapotranspiration; the surface and 
PBL radiative budget before, during and after the 
beginning of the rainy season. over forest and over 
pasture; the impact of land cover heterogeneity on PBL 
and surface layer turbulence during the transition 
season; the evolution of surface energy, momentum, 
water and CO2 budgets in pasture and forest and its 
seasonal and interannual variability; lhe radiative 
transfer processes ia the presence of aerosol and to 
what extent they modify lhe processes associated to 
water vapor seasonality; the microphysics processes 
with different aerosol concentration and to improve the 
ability to model the different processes ia an integrated 
view of climate and regional weather. 
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Figure 1 Study area in SW Amazon, P is a pasture 
aite, f- is a forest sile. Radíosoncie sues are R, F, 
Guajará Mirim, Porto Velho, Vithena and Alta 
Floresta. The circle indicates the area covered by 
the S-band Doppler radar. The airplanes were 
based sn Ji-Paraná and flew over the larger box, with 
one flight extending northwest to Cruzeiro do Sul 
r,7 °35'47"S, 72°467"W). 

3. RESULTS 

The gionai circulation during the DRYTOWET/LBA 
campaign tuas perturbed by an El Nitio event with drier 
then normal precipitation in September and October 
over most ot Central Brazil and Amazon basin. Fire 
activity was observed throughout the two months with 
aerosol optical thickness (AOT at 440 nm) reaching 3 
(cf. sittp://aeronet.osfc.nasagov)  in the last week of 
September. More regular rainfall in October, lowered 
the AOT to about 1-2 reaching less than 1 only in the 
first week of November. Rainfall was observed during 
September but very sparse. A few severe storms were 
observed with gusty winds and graupel. Most of the time 
in October, deep convective cells were quite vertical 
and short Iived, reaching 18-20 km with less than 1 hour 
live time, The surface forcing showed that in the 
deforested areas of central Rondônia (c.f. Silva Dias et 
ai 2002 for a map) the sensible heat flux was almost 
300 W.m.2  in lhe beginning of September and lowering 
to about 150 W.111 -`  In October, responding to an 
increase in moísture. The mixed layer heights also 
evolved from very deep (2300 m) to values more typscal 
of the wet aeason (1000 m) with significant day to day 
vanability until a more stable rainfall regime, was 
establisheon November. 

The possible effects of aerosols from biomass 
burning include a modification of the thermodynarnics 
by shifting a portion of lhe solar heattng from the 
surface to the boundary layer and the modification of 
the microphysics process inside lhe convective cells 
Silva Dias et ai (2002) and Williams et ai (2002, discuss 
the evolution of cloud condensation nuclei 
ooncentration, low levei wind regimes and convective 
regime during the wet season in SW Amazon. The dry 
season presents an extreme case for that sínce CCN 
concentration reaches 3000-10000 rrs' 3  The CCN 
concentration as well as total particle concentration 
measured by the aircraft indicated a significant transport 
of aerosol from the mixed layer to a deeper layer by 
cumulus clouds A regional model of btomass burrung 
transpor/ run during the campaign (c.f. 
wv,rw.master raci.osp brfotteimacIas)  captured quite well 
the effect of convective transports. 

The droplet spectra ri cumulus clouds indicated a 
double peaked distribution probably associated to iarge 
nuclei trem lhe bsomass burning material. The 
intgsgrated effect of the aerosol on the radiation 
reaching the surface may reach more than 80 W.m -2  for 
each unst of AOT (Schafer et ai, 2002). The biornass 
burning material contains black carbon and can thus 
absorb part of the incoming solar radiation that is not 
reaching the ground thus heating the boundary layer, 
The combined effect of less radiation at the grounn and 
more absorption in lower levels of the atmosphere 
reduces the convective instability dunng day time. thus 
inducing the development of fess vigorous thermals 
which in turn support less vigorous updrafts. Taese 
aspects will lhe analyzed further with lhe data of the 
DRYTOWET/LBA campaign 
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